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The Mask Cult Is Back! The Pandemic Propaganda
Has Been Unleashed
Beware the Masked Crusaders!The Academics Pushing Masks Are Either
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*** 

Big Pharma compromised corrupt  doctors,  and virtue signaling far  left  activist  doctors
(medical students & residents who think they are smarter than they actually are) are the
worst of the worst.
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Some  doctors  are  “mini-celebrities”  who  need  to  feed  their  narcissism  and  need  for
attention. Don’t know who they are? Well, they’re famous and you’re not.
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Some doctors are “true believers”. They are professionals. They are highly educated. They
don’t understand why everyone laughs at them. But they are brilliant and you’re not. And
brilliant people mask up.
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It wouldn’t be leftist virtue-signaling propaganda without the presence of some form of child
abuse. “It seems tolerable?” – An abusive leftist mother ponders. Virtue. Signaled.
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Some take  the  propaganda  all  the  way  to  the  maximum (and  in  their  mind,  logical)
endpoint. They are maximally safe and you’re not. They even measure their CO2 levels,
because it’s the biggest poison known to mankind.
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You’re not truly safe if you’re not wearing safety goggles! “Well, don’t laugh” Eryn says.
Believe me Eryn, I’m trying very hard not to. But I keep hearing a voice saying “winter is
coming…”
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You better be masked up if you’re doing any kind of physical activity by yourself like driving,
hiking or skiing (especially swimming):
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When you’re the only one masked up on the plane but you don’t care because you’re
virtuous and you’re saving lives. The one with the toaster on his face, Markham Hislop,
writes about Climate Change for a living. There are levels to being a hero. And look at how
perfectly that mask fits on that gigantic beard!
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Virtue signalers who save lives are creative individuals who beautify their masks, even
respirators. This is raw talent, creative genius. They all belong in a museum!

Being masked is not enough to be a true hero, because a true hero performs additional
activism WHILE BEING MASKED, like saving the climate, or spreading “love”.
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Even heroes need to stay hydrated! There is no way COVID is sneaking in past that climate
friendly plastic straw!

You must be well versed in the latest mask propaganda, fortunately, the propaganda is
everywhere in easy to understand cartoons, as cutting edge science dictates.

For example, Large Music Concerts have a Coronavirus Risk Level 9, which is the deadliest
level there is. No one has ever come back alive from one of these.
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Friendly messages to “mask deniers” are important. Like this one: 2 masks + 6 feet apart =
0% COVID transmission, something that even an idiot mask denier can understand.
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CONCLUSION: Our pandemic heroes send their greetings: you know them by their masks,
and the friendly smiles they carry underneath those masks.

They will be the only masked person on the plane, and they will wear their masks driving
alone in their car, because that’s what heroes do.

My Take… 

Masks don’t work.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Dr.  William Makis  is  a  Canadian  physician  with  expertise  in  Radiology,  Oncology  and
Immunology. Governor General’s Medal, University of Toronto Scholar. Author of 100+ peer-
reviewed medical publications. 
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